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FROM STATE CAPITOLS TO CITY HALLS
Smarter State Policies for Stronger Cities 
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States matter. The ability of American cities to 
revitalize and the ways they do so are closely inter
woven with—and often determined by—the laws, 
policies, and practices of state governments. From 
how cities raise operating revenues to the conditions 
under which they can finance redevelopment, state 
control is baked into the American political system 
and exercised over almost every significant local 
government activity. It can make or break a city’s 
efforts to revitalize, yet this connection is frequently 
overlooked when it comes to a municipality’s eco
nomic, physical, and social improvement.1

As urban revival gathers steam, the statecity 
relationship has powerful implications, both for state 
leaders designing policies with municipal needs in 
mind and for local actors identifying opportunities 
for reform. State government is uniquely positioned 
to foster real change—if key stakeholders understand 
how to leverage it.

Urban revitalization is the sum of a series of 
simultaneous, ongoing processes that collectively 
define the scope and nature of change in a city. 
Historically, states have supported urban revitaliza
tion, but in ways that fostered unequal outcomes. 

For the results to be inclusive and equitable—that 
is, for revitalization to benefit all the people of a 
city —   inclusion and equity must be built into each 
of those processes, not treated as an afterthought 
or a thing apart.  

Because much of the urban revival in recent 
decades has led to greater racial inequality and 
economic polarization, future revitalization efforts 
and the state rules that guide them must be explicitly 
designed for more equitable outcomes. When local 
advocates understand the state’s role, they can better 
identify opportunities for collaboration and change, 
and they can more effectively advance state policies 
that foster inclusive, equitable revitalization in cities 
and towns.

State policies as well as local ones must be 
crafted and targeted accordingly for public efforts 
toward more inclusive and equitable growth to 
succeed. Fostering equitable local revitalization—
with healthier cities that offer access to decent 
education, jobs, housing, and healthcare to all—
requires both a broad, principled commitment by 
state government and a true partnership between 
states and their cities.

Both redevelopment and historical preservation near the 

Wisconsin State Capitol in Madison have allowed the area to 

revitalize while maintaining its unique character. Source: Images-

USA/Alamy Stock Photo

When local advocates understand the 
state’s role, they can better identify 
opportunities for collaboration and 
change, and they can more effectively 
advance state policies that foster inclusive, 
equitable revitalization in cities and towns.

http://www.lincolninst.edu


How State Policies Can 
Enable Urban Revitalization

Policies for Economic and Fiscal Revival
The starting point for any city’s revival is regaining 
economic and fiscal vitality. Without a solid economic 
foundation, cities cannot successfully pursue other 
goals, nor foster equity and opportunity. A city 
struggling to pay its bills, hemorrhaging jobs and 
businesses, with homes standing empty due to lack 
of demand, will not be able to meet its residents’ 
needs, whatever its intentions.

STRENGTHEN FISCAL CAPACITY  
AND SERVICE DELIVERY
Cities need enough revenues to deliver decent 
public services and to make public investments 
without imposing disproportionate tax burdens on 
residents. While setting broad parameters for both 
revenue generation and expenditures, states should 
allow municipalities significant flexibility within 
those parameters. 

States should also allow cities to tap multiple 
revenue sources—potentially including property, 
wage, and sales taxes—and set reasonable user 
charges and fees, with oversight and transparency to 
ensure local government accountability. Formulas for 
supporting school districts and municipal finances 
should be need based, with incentives to encourage 
quality performance.

FOSTER A ROBUST HOUSING MARKET
No city can thrive unless people both want to live in 
it and can afford to do so. While economic growth 
can increase the desirability of cities and strengthen 
some neighborhoods, its impacts are often limited 
and uneven across neighborhoods, and can trigger 
increased inequality, displacement, and other 
undesirable outcomes. Durable, equitable improve
ment in housing market conditions requires inten
tional, focused strategies.

States should therefore provide funds for public, 
private, and communitybased market building and 
neighborhood revitalization that is sensitive to the 
equity implications of market change. Potential 
strategies may include support for mixedincome 
housing, subsidies to fill market gaps, and help 
building and sustaining home ownership in targeted 
areas. States should also provide municipalities with 
strong tools to address problem rental properties 
and foster productive reuse of abandoned buildings 
and vacant land.2 

The City of Baltimore, Maryland, has made substantial 

reinvestments in East Baltimore in recent years, including in 

housing and connective corridors. Source: Anne Ditmeyer/Prêt 

à Voyager/Flickr 



STIMULATE A COMPETITIVE ECONOMY
While states rarely drive local economic development 
directly, the rules they set and the support they offer 
powerfully affect a city’s ability to capitalize on its 
assets for equitable growth. States should offer 
targeted economic development incentives that are 
integrated with local revitalization efforts and that 
maximize real, equitably shared local benefits.3 They 
should also provide cities with flexible redevelop
ment tools and help build the local capacity needed 
to undertake catalytic economic growth and 
redevelopment.

Policies for Opportunity  
and Stronger Communities
Revitalization enables cities to provide a good quality 
of life for all their residents and to offer them 
opportunities to grow and thrive. How well a city 
realizes those goals is reflected in the quality of the 
city’s neighborhoods and the extent to which 
residents can participate fully in the local economy.

CULTIVATE HEALTHY NEIGHBORHOODS  
AND QUALITY OF LIFE
While state laws may appear to have only a limited 
effect on cities’ efforts to build healthier neighbor
hoods, they in fact powerfully affect municipal efforts 
to enhance neighborhood quality. They control not 
only the fiscal aspects of local government but also 
many operational ones, notably including the conduct 
and practices of local police. States also use tax 
credits and grants to support housing development, 
historic preservation, public art, placemaking, and 
greening initiatives. Such strategies must, however, 
be designed to foster equitable outcomes, preserve 
neighborhood character, and avoid displacement, 
while dismantling concentrated poverty. 

BUILD HUMAN CAPITAL
Expanding individuals’ ability to build their human 
capital bolsters inclusion and develops the workforce 
and skills needed to fuel a 21st century economy. 
State government plays a major role in that process: 
setting programmatic and funding priorities; adopting 
and enforcing regulations; and providing financial 
support for the public, private, and nonprofit entities 
that collectively provide cities’ education and 
workforce development services. 

States can and should foster greater coordination 
among service providers, as well as between service 
providers and employers, to better integrate work
force needs into the K–12 and postsecondary 
educational systems, to maximize hiring and create 
career ladders for local residents, and to build 
workforce development programs that meet the 
needs of all residents, including formerly incarcerat
ed individuals reentering the workforce. 

In 2019, New Jersey Governor Phil Murphy 

announced the state’s second round of 

Preschool Education Expansion Aid (PEEA) 

funding, which provided $27 million to 

33 school districts that had never received 

state aid for preschool before, including 

Eatontown Public School District. Source: 

GovPhilMurphy/NJ Governor’s Office 

THE LEGACY CITIES INITIATIVE: SUPPORTING 
IDEAS, NETWORKS, AND ACTION
The Legacy Cities Initiative is a national network 
of community and government leaders working 
to create shared prosperity and bring attention to 
the common needs and collective importance of 
legacy cities. A project of the Lincoln Institute of 
Land Policy, the initiative promotes sustainable 
and equitable revitalization by convening 
networks, facilitating the exchange of ideas and 
practices, and researching and advancing new 
policy approaches.

Visit legacycities.org to learn more and to 
access strategies, resources, and a searchable 
map charting nearly 100 legacy cities and their 
pathways to growth.

http://www.legacycities.org


SUPPORT CITIES’ OWN EFFORTS
Ultimately, cities must take responsibility for their futures. 
State officials cannot substitute their oversight for the 
handson engagement of local officials who know their own 
communities best. State policies often unnecessarily 
constrain local governments, hindering local officials and 
nongovernmental organizations from initiating locally 
specific strategies that advance equitable revitalization. 
Success cannot be imposed from outside; it can only result 
from local stakeholders’ active engagement, enabled by a 
supportive state government. 

BUILD IN EQUITY AND INCLUSIVITY
Despite the seeming intractability of underlying forces that 
drive economic and racial disparities, concerted, deliberate 
actions to reverse them can make a difference. While 
individual city resources may be severely limited, a shared 
commitment to meaningfully incorporate equity considera
tions can strengthen efforts at the intersection of state 
policy and local action to create stronger, healthier, and 
more inclusive communities.
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Recommendations
While the success of statelevel policy agendas to further 
urban revitalization depends on each state’s distinct political, 
legal, and fiscal realities, a body of general principles should 
help advocates assess existing state policies and work for 
equitable change. 

TARGET AREAS OF GREATEST NEED
The metropolitan playing field is neither level nor neutral. 
Seemingly “equal” treatment of high and lowpoverty school 
districts, or of affluent suburbs and central cities, exacerbates 
fiscal and economic disparities. States spend billions of dollars 
each year on school aid, municipal aid, infrastructure, work
force development, and more; concentrated, targeted spending 
of these funds can better lay groundwork for revival—rather 
than enable continued decline.

THINK REGIONALLY
Housing markets, job markets, transportation, and business 
networks operate regionally with little regard for municipal and 
county boundaries, but regions themselves are governmentally 
fragmented. States need to create and support strong regional 
bodies, which can plan and carry out strategies to foster 
revitalization and regional equity, particularly in areas where 
the capacity of individual cities is severely limited. Greater 
emphasis on these issues offers advocates opportunities to 
spur intermunicipal cooperation and foster regionwide 
equitable service delivery and opportunity. 

BREAK DOWN SILOS
Treating each area of governmental activity as distinct and 
disconnected from others impedes effective revitalization. 
Sometimes called “siloing,” this practice is selfevidently 
problematic—yet resistant to change at both the state and 
local levels. States and cities therefore need to institutionalize 
ongoing interagency and intergovernmental cooperation, rather 
than rely on intermittent, oneshot efforts by individual mayors 
or governors. 

For deeper analysis and more detailed recommendations, 
read Alan Mallach’s Policy Focus Report, From State Capitols 
to City Halls: Smarter State Policies for Stronger Cities 
(Cambridge, MA: Lincoln Institute of Land Policy, 2022).
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First Fridays in Oakland, California, draw diverse 

crowds to a rapidly changing city that is grappling 

with the challenge of how to further equitable 

revitalization. Source: Sergio Ruiz 
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